
Directorate for Infrastructure and Logistics

WORKS FOR IDEALAB - SPINELLI 15th FLOOR COSTS SHOWROOM PMR SANITARY OFFICE ONLY CONTRACT REF CONTRACTOR SUB-CONTRACTOR Comments

Finishing works
Demolishion work 51.942,00€             10.388,40€                    6.973,00€                      34.580,60€                       Demolishion work comprises the dismanteling of 2 

complete former bathrooms, including all pipes and 
ventilation installation, intervention in the ceiling of the 
14th floor, dismaneling of all the former structures around 
the columns, window sils, false ceilings, false floors, old 
partitions.

Partitionning (column covers included) 23.678,83€             4.735,77€                      18.943,06€                       New plaster partitions, new column covers and window 
sils.

Doors 25.000,00€             25.000,00€                       The new doors were built specifically for the project 
(complete height from floor to ceiling). Temporary doors 
were placed to avoid long delays for the fire secure doors 
that were placed at a later stage. Cost for temporary and 
final fire secure doors is included.

Acoustic false ceiling 17.000,00€             17.000,00€                       Including the new false ceiling hatches for HVAC access.

False floor adaptations 2.500,00€               2.500,00€                          

Sliding door 14.809,59€             -€                                14.809,59€                       Including the specific hatches in the false ceiling for access 
of the motor.

Built-in furniture 66.052,90€             6.605,29€                      1.500,00€                      57.947,61€                       This concerns 7 under wondow built-in furniture (window 
sils), 5 wooden separations, 2 full height closets and a 
kitchenette built-in furniture (appliances included).

Meeting table 3.500,00€               3.500,00€                          In Member's private meeting room.

Interior structure showroom 16.645,00€             16.645,00€                    Structure with 3 big steps (stands) made of Corian.

Glazed partitions 44.825,00€             11.206,25€                    33.618,75€                       Including the 2 "privalite" partitions (opacifying partitions).

Electric blinds 11.820,00€             -€                                11.820,00€                       Blinds and motor, and all electric connexions.

Carpet and painting 32.364,98€             6.473,00€                      25.891,98€                       

Façades and windows
Automation of windows 22.395,44€             -€                                22.395,44€                       
Films for glazed partitions 2.153,12€               1.000,00€                      1.153,12€                          

Technical instalations
Heat, ventilation, sanitary and air conditionning 51.500,00€             10.300,00€                    41.200,00€                       
Electricity 82.000,00€             16.400,00€                    65.600,00€                       
Showroom lighting 25.000,00€             25.000,00€                    

Electronic locks 10.968,31€             -€                                10.968,31€                       6 electronic locks in total.

Building Management systems 118.000,00€           23.600,00€                    94.400,00€                       Including connexion with lights, automatic blinds and 
opening of windows, 3 touch-screens.

Adaptations of fire safety systems 5.000,00€               2.000,00€                      3.000,00€                          

Signage 1.000,00€               200,00€                         800,00€                             

TOTAL 629.259,17€    134.774,50€         486.011,66€            

Square meters 128

Price / square meter 3796,97


